The analysis of the growth of cracks is one of those areas of linear viscoelasticity theory which presents difficulties not arising in classical elasticity theory. The first of these difficulties is to solve viscoelastic boundary value problems that involve time-dependent boundary regions. This variation of the boundary regions precludes the application of integral transforms (with respect to time) to the solution of the problems and so excludes the classical correspondence principle (see [1] ) as a possible method of solution. In the second place, if it is an energy criterion for crack extension that we are looking for, there is the problem of taking care of the energy dissipation which takes place in viscoelastic bodies but is absent in the elastic theory.
Introduction.
The analysis of the growth of cracks is one of those areas of linear viscoelasticity theory which presents difficulties not arising in classical elasticity theory. The first of these difficulties is to solve viscoelastic boundary value problems that involve time-dependent boundary regions. This variation of the boundary regions precludes the application of integral transforms (with respect to time) to the solution of the problems and so excludes the classical correspondence principle (see [1] ) as a possible method of solution. In the second place, if it is an energy criterion for crack extension that we are looking for, there is the problem of taking care of the energy dissipation which takes place in viscoelastic bodies but is absent in the elastic theory.
Previously Williams and others [2] have used the elastic solution for the distribution of stress in the neighborhood of the tip of a crack together with critical strain hypotheses to investigate crack growth. Energy criteria which take account of dissipation have also been used by Williams [3] but only for simplified geometries like growing spherical holes. More recently Willis [4] has exploited a Baranblatt type of fracture criterion in investigating a steady-state dynamic viscoelastic crack propagation problem.
In this paper, using the quasi-static theory as a point of departure, formulae are derived for the distribution of stress and displacement obtaining in an infinite linear viscoelastic body which contains an extending plane crack. Both the symmetrically loaded two-dimensional and the axisymmetrically loaded three-dimensional cases are treated. In either case the problem may be reduced to that of finding the displacement and stress fields set up in a viscoelastic half-space by the action of a distributed normal pressure acting over a time-dependent part of its surface, which corresponds to the area occupied by the crack. Outside this area the normal surface displacement is required to vanish, while the shear traction is required to vanish at all points of the surface. This therefore gives rise to mixed boundary value problems for which the regions, over which the different types of boundary condition prescribed vary with time and therefore the correspondence principle is not applicable.
We have used an extension of the correspondence principle given in [5] which is applicable to both the problems under consideration. Formulas for (i) the stress distribution in the plane of the crack, (ii) the displacement over the surface of the crack and (iii) the stress intensity factor are given for both cases. The particular circumstance that the applied internal pressure is the same at all points of the surface of the crack is investigated and, for the two-dimensional problem, the effect of viscoelasticity on the displacement over the crack surface is demonstrated. [ Vol. XXVII, No. 4 Finally, with the aid of previous considerations, the effect of stress-free extending cracks in viscoelastic bodies which are subject to time-dependent tensile stress at infinity is considered. The rate of decline in the potential energy of the body, due to a smooth virtual extension of the crack, is calculated. Following Griffith [6] we compare this with a quantity which is proportional to a characteristic energy of tearing of the material, and obtain conditions for the growth of such cracks. These conditions take the same form as the conditions for the rupture of elastic bodies that are associated with the names of A. A. Griffith and R. A. Sack (see Sneddon [7] ).
2. Field equations of quasi-static linear viscoelasticity theory for homogeneous and isotropic bodies.
Consider a fixed region R occupied by a linear viscoelastic material. Let Ui(x, t), t) and <r,,(x, t) denote the Cartesian components of displacement, strain and stress respectively, which are defined for all (x, t) on R X [0, °°). In Cartesian tensor notation the relevant fundamental system of field equations appropriate to the linear quasi static theory of viscoelasticity, for homogeneous and isotropic bodies, and for zero body force, may be written as follows:
ou(x, t) = [e,-,-
Here Gt(t) and G2(t), which are assumed to be independent of x, are the relaxation moduli in shear and isotropic compression respectively. Moreover we have used the notation that if / and g are functions of position and time then / * dg stands for the function defined by
where the dash indicates that we take the time derivative of the function indicated, so that g'(x, 0) = dg(x, 0)/d6.
If f(x, 0)7^0 then there is a unique function, denoted by f~1(x, t), for which
We shall use the notation fix, s) = £{f(x, 0; t -> s} = [ fix,t)e~"dt (7) for the Laplace transform with respect to time of a function fix, t). Applying the Laplace transform to Eqs. (1)- (3) and (6), we find that 2Ujix, s) = ul,(:r, s) + s),
<Tii.i(x,s) = 0, cr^ix, s) = aJiix, s),
alix, s) = sG'MeUx, s) + |M(G2 -Gyis)eLix, s),
and fix, s)f-lTix, s) = 1/s2.
We note here also that the fundamental system of field equations governing the linear theory of elastostatics for homogeneous and isotropic bodies and for zero body force are where ti denotes the shear modulus and v Poisson's ratio for the material. The correspondence principle [1] relates solutions of the system of Eqs. (8)- (10) with solutions of the Laplace transforms of the system (1), (2), (12) .
3. A two-dimensional extending crack problem.
Consider an infinite linear viscoelastic medium containing a plane crack |x| < a(t), in the plane z = 0, which is opened by a symmetrical normal pressure acting on its surface. The plane displacement stress field is the same as that obtaining in a semi-infinite body z > 0 when its surface is subjected to the boundary conditions1
and the conditions at infinity
Except when a(t) remains constant with time, the classical correspondence principle of viscoelasticity theory is not applicable to the solution of the problem determined by equations (l)-(3) and the conditions (13), (14). However, if we denote by the superscript e the one-parameter family of solutions, to the plane strain problem, determined by the conditions (13), (14) and the field equations (1), (2) and (12) we have in particular that (see Sneddon [8] ) 
Since the elastic constants are absent from (15) and appear as a separate factor in (16) we see that the extension of the correspondence principle given in [5] is applicable. Thus, provided a(t) is monotonic increasing with time, we find that for the viscoelastic solution meeting (13), (14) , " ,s
The conditions (13a, b), (14) and (18) together with the field equations (l)-(3) now determine a problem to which the classical correspondence principle is applicable. If g(v, t) is differentiable in the neighborhood of v = a we have that /" ^f"{"■!>!**> -0(1) as *-«*(!).
J o V J so that the stress intensity factor, which is defined by the relation
i->a+ (() is given by the relation It is also of interest to know the distribution of normal surface displacement over the region \x\ < a{t). By virtue of (24) and (25) of [5] and with the aid of (13), (16) we find If, in particular, p is independent of |x| so that p(|.-r|, t) = p0(t) then from (17) we find that g(v, t) = fcr/2),/2p"(0.
Substituting from (24) into (18), (21) and (22) we find that <r"(a:, 0, 0 = Po
If the viscoelastic material has similar behavior in shear and dilatation then we may find an unequivocal value of Poisson's ratio v for it. It is easy to see that, in terms of v, Gi and G2 are then related through the equation
Here and subsequently H stands for the Heaviside unit step function which is defined by f/(£) = 0, £ < 0; ff(£) = 1, 0 < J < co.
3 Here and subsequently "Re" indicates that we take the real part of the function shown.
Substituting from (28) into (23) we see that
which, with the aid of (11), implies that
For a Maxwell material whose behavior is characterized by
we find the aid of (27), (30) and (31) that4:
In particular if p0 is independent of time and a is given by
where v is a constant, it is easy to verify that (32) 
Normalized plots, at some distinct times, of uzix, 0, t) as defined through (34) are given in Fig. 1 for t0 = 1, v = 2. (The plot corresponding to the case t = 10 should, in fact, be drawn through the point with coordinates (0, 6).) We will now consider the problem that arises when an infinite body containing a plane crack z = 0, |a;| < a(t) is acted upon by certain stresses at infinity. Suppose that the boundary conditions and conditions at infinity take the form 0, t) = <rzx(x, 0, t) = 0, |x| < ait), ẑ
It is easy to verify that a solution to this problem is obtained by superimposing on the solution generated by (24) the following solution to the field equations (l)- ( 
where N is given by (26). We also have that olx(x, 0, t) = 0, t) = 0, -oo < x < oo.
Let us suppose that, at some time r, the crack which has occupied the region z = 0, \x\ < a(t) for times t < t, is given a smooth virtual extension so that at times t, 0 < t < t + St, it occupies the region 2 = 0, |a;| < [a(<) + 8(t)], 0 < t < r + St, where a(t) = a(r), t < t < r + St] S(t) =0, 0 < < < r.
The function S(t), r < t < r + St, is assumed to be continuously differentiable with positive derivative. We suppose that as a result of this extension the field, which in the case that S(t) = 0, r < t < t + St is given by [w,-(<), «;,(£), o".-y(01> 0 < ^ < r + 5t, is now given by [Ui(t) + 8Ui(t), ea(t) + 5e,■,(<), + 5<r,,(0]> 0 < < < r + 5t, where (cZI + 5a,,)(x, 0, t) = (cr" + 5crz,)(:r, 0, 0 = 0, |x| < [a(t) + 5(0]» (tT" + 5<r")(:r, 0, t) -> Po(t), (tT" + 5<rxx)(x, 0, t) -> pi(/),
(ff2I + 5<rZI)(x, 0, 0 -> 0 as (x2 + z2) -» co 1 0 < t < t < St.
With this notation we have, by virtue of the second part of (40), that SUi(t) = Seu(t) = 8a,,(t) = 0, 0 < t < r.
With the aid of (27), (36) and (40) In line with (39) we have that <5<r2I(x, 0, t) = 8crlv(x, 0, t) = 0, -00 < x < °°, t < t < T + Sr.
We will denote by 8(0 the increment of work performed in extending the semidiameter of a crack by an amount 5(0, r < t < r + Sr. Then we find that d& dt f Ti(t)ff(8ui(t))dA + J 8Ti(0£(8u<(Q)dA + f 8T,(t)~(um dA, t < t < r -f-5r, (46) where T,(<) = o-vi(0n,-and 8T{(t) = So-,-,(<)«,■ while B denotes the boundary of the body after the extension of the crack semidiameter by amount 5(r + 8t) and n,-are the components of the outward unit normal to B. With the aid of (35), (41), (45) together with the first part of (40) and (27) it may be checked that the third term in (46) vanishes6. Further, by using the divergence theorem and the stress-strain relationship (3), (4) along with (42) we find from (46) is an elastic state corresponding to the same elastic constants and zero body force. Thus, by using Bettis theorem (see [10] ) we find that
where u\ stands for the values of the displacements obtained from an elastic analysis to the crack problem in hand, with elastic constants \i = §(?i(0), k = |G2(0). By virtue of (48) and with the aid of (35), (41), (45) and the form of (27) obtained8 by taking K' = 0 it is seen that the first term of (47) 
On substituting from (38) and (44) in (49) and taking account of (26) and (40), we find that9
We will now assume that if the crack extends in overall length by an amount 25 then an amount of work 4TS must be done where T is an energy characteristic of the material10. Then, following Griffith [6] , a necessary condition for crack growth is that the rate of liberation of energy due to crack extension should not be less than the rate of doing work in crack tearing. Thus a condition for the extension of the crack is found to be that
which is the same as the condition that would be obtained from an elastic analysis based on the initial values of the relaxation moduli and the current values of the applied load and size of crack (see Sneddon [7] ). On using (26) we find that (51) may be written in the form N\t) > 2T/ttK{0).
4. A three-dimensional extending crack problem. In this section we first give the solution to the problem of a plane circular extending crack in an infinite linear viscoelastic material. In terms of circular cylindrical coordinates (p, <p, z) the distribution of stress and displacement is the same as that in a semi-infinite body when its surface is subject to the boundary conditions11 
Here a(t), which gives the radius of the circular crack at time t, is assumed to be a monotonic increasing function of time. The function p(p, t) gives the distribution of pressure that acts over the surface of the crack. Denoting by the superscript e the one-parameter family of solutions determined by the conditions (53), (54) and the field equations (1), (2) and (12), we have in particular that (see Sneddon [12] ) From the form taken by (55) and (56) we see that the problem in hand is one to which the extended correspondence principle [5] is applicable. We therefore have that «r"(p, 0, t) = 72 -r" 2 dv, P > a{t).
[p -a (r; J Jo [p -v J
In particular, if g(v, t) is differentiate in the neighborhood oiv = a we find that the stress intensity factor, which is defined through
is given by g(q(o,o i /j_y/2 ru> pp(p, o dp
In a manner similar to that used in the previous section we find that
K -P where the auxiliary response function K is given by (23).
p > a(t),
If p is independent of p and is given by p(p, t) = pa(t) then from (57) we find that g(v, t) = (2/tr)p0(t) |y|.
By substituting from (62) into (58), (60) and (61) 
7T Jq
We will now briefly consider the problem that arises when an infinite viscoelastic body contains a circular crack z = 0, p < a(t) which is opened up by the action of stresses at infinity. Consider the viscoelastic problem governed by the conditions 
where N is given by (64). We also have that o-»p(p, 0, t) = azv(p, 0, t) = 0, p > 0.
Suppose that, at time t, the crack which has occupied the region z = 0, p < a(t) for times t < t is given a smooth virtual extension so that at times t, 0 < t < r + 5t, it occupies the region z = 0, 
<-r+ lt-r + Now if we assume that in extending the radius of the crack by S an amount of work ttT[(cl(t) + 8)2 -a2(r)] must be done, then we find that a condition for the growth of a circular crack is given by a(r)pl(r) > tT/K(0).
On substituting from (64) we find that this condition may be written in the form (52). The condition (74) is the same as that which may be obtained from an elastic analysis based on the initial values of the relaxation moduli (see Sneddon [7] ). We will now briefly discuss the results embodied in (51) and (74). Both these conditions involve the time as a parameter only. They divide the quarter plane of points with rectangular Cartesian coordinates (a, p) into a "stable part" and an "unstable part". The crack will not extend as long as (a, p) is in the stable part; however, at the first instance that (a, p) enters the unstable part, the crack should extend without limit.
